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Abstract—This paper presents methods for drones’ detection and for jamming. Implementation of drones in malicious activities highly increases in the last years and the methods implemented for drone detection are numerous. The characteristics of the most detector types: radar, radiofrequency, acoustic, optical and thermal are emphasized in the paper. The goal of this analysis is to give the guidelines in choosing which techniques to use and combine for drone detection. The paper emphasizes the guidelines for drone successful jamming while presenting IRITEL solutions implementation for drones malicious function prevention and drones role in jamming efficiency improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today we are faced with the increasing efforts in designing drones – unpiloted aircrafts. The other, often used designation for drones is unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Besides UAVs, we may also find the term unmanned aerial system (UAS). UAS is the more wide definition than UAV. It includes, besides drones, everything that enables drone functioning: drone ground control (its pilot), communication between the pilot and the drone (commands transmission from the pilot towards the drone and collected data from the drone towards the user) and all equipment intended for drone operation.

There are several implemented constructions for drone realization. It is possible to find the drone in a shape of classical aeroplane. But, such construction is not too often applied. The more often implemented constructions are multicopters (quadcopters, hexacopters or octocopters). This second construction is intended for smaller UAVs, whose speed is significantly smaller than the first construction and may be easily implemented even in urban areas [1], [2].

There are plenty of activities, where drone implementation is very useful. Aerial photography, traffic supervision, disaster monitoring [3], precise agriculture, industrial inspection [1] are only some of the fields where drone implementation is today very important and, even, unavoidable. But, besides such drones applications, which are serving to advance human activity, drones are today often used for malicious missions. Such hostile missions we may expect in each place, where we have our personnel and/or our equipment and devices and where explosive devices may cause great injury: airports, stadiums, urban (crowded) areas. They may be applied for spy missions, smuggling illicit materials over borders or into and out of the prisons, and so on [1], [3]. The places of malicious actions by drones are numerous. Besides the mentioned ones, they are residential areas, governmental facilities, important events, commercial and industrial facilities, including nuclear plants as probably the most important, etc. The fight against malicious drone missions is the motivation for this paper.

In last several years drone implementation is highly increasing, causing that it becomes very dangerous weapon in the enemy hands. Reliable drone detection is very difficult and demanded task and the great majority of solutions analyzed in this paper are realized in the last four years.

The fight against hostile drone functioning consists of two phases: drone detection and drone jamming. The selection of optimum detection algorithm combination and adequate jamming strategy present research questions in this paper. The aim is to achieve reliable results in malicious drone prevention in the great variety of environmental conditions and implemented drone types. IRITEL has great experience in both these fields, when the aim is to prevent adverse activities, realized by different facilities. IRITEL realized devices are in the fields of radio surveillance and jamming, remote controlled improvised devices (RCIED) activation jamming and cellular jamming [4]-[12].

II. METHODOLOGY OF DRONE DETECTION

There are several techniques intended for drone detection. Each of them has its pro and contra, i.e. situations when they are suitable for implementation and when their results in detection are not satisfactory. That’s why usually several different techniques are implemented together (for example [3], [13] - [15]). The most often applied techniques are radar, radiofrequency (RF), acoustic, optical and thermal (infra-red) sensing. In solution [3] are combined audio, video and RF detection, while solution [13] combines radar, RF audio and video detection. Two most complete solutions presented in [14] include radar, RF, optical and thermal sensors. On the contrary, solution in [15] combines only optical and acoustic sensors with the emphasis on optical detection. There is no dominant method of detection – it is preferable to have some combination of detectors. The place of protection has influence on the choice of detection systems to combine.

A. Radar detection

Radar systems are widely used in everyday life and in military applications. These, conventional radar systems are adjusted to detect relatively great objects. They are not suitable for small drone detection, especially when the drone’s speed is small, when they are flying on the low altitude or...
when they hover. The high manoeuvrability is also the limiting factor in drone detection [16]. Besides, drone dimensions and the way how they are moving makes them similar to birds for the radar reflection. The effect of all these challenging drone flight features is that the number of reliable solutions for drone detection by radar is not great. A few of such realized systems are presented in [1], [17].

The benefits of radar detection may be summarized in several points, according to [1]: 1. when implemented in environment without obstacles, it is suitable for long range detection; 2. it is possible do detect drones, which are autonomous when they are moving, i.e. when there is no their communication with a pilot or supervisory centre; 3. the satisfactory drone detection is possible in bad weather conditions and in low or no light conditions; 4. it is possible (although not easily) to separate drones from birds. The drawbacks of such detection are: 1. all materials do not reflect radar signals in a same intensity (some of them even nearly not reflect); 2. radar detection is not possible behind obstacles, which especially contributes to degraded detection possibilities in urban areas; 3. the necessary high radar emission power radiation is unhealthy, meaning that radar implementation in crowded areas is inappropriate [3].

Several radar realization concepts are possible in drone detection. These are: 1. monostatic pulse radar; 2. frequency modulated continuous wave radar (FMCW); 3. high frequency FMCW; 4. passive radar on the base of commercial signals. The specific benefits and drawbacks of each of emphasized concepts in the case of drone detection are standard for these radar solutions. The protection of a huge object, as an airport, may be realized by one surface movement radar (SMR) or by multiple, smaller radars with lower capabilities. The benefit of the second solution is that it is easier to avoid unprotected areas existence behind some objects, which have no line of sight (LOS) with radar [18].

The contribution [19] is realized as monostatic pulse radar. It is completely faced to multicopters detection by radar and the way how they are differentiated from birds. This differentiation is based on specific micro-Doppler signature of drone’s propeller rotation. The obtained micro-Doppler spectra figures in [19] have clearly specific and repetitive shape as multicopter reflects radar signal, while these characteristics may not be noticed in any angle of bird’s flight in relation to radar beam. Figures in [19] are obtained when drone propellers are rotating. The radar characteristics, which have to be considered to achieve good-quality micro-Doppler signature are polarization, carrier frequency, pulse repetition frequency, implemented pulse width and integration time.

Radar cross section (RCS) of the drone as the key parameter responsive for drone successful detection is analyzed in [20]. Here it is determined for several stationary drone types, whose propellers are not rotating or are rotating very slowly. On the base of RCS value, the maximum distance $R_{max}$ between the drone and the detector to guarantee successful detection may be determined starting from well known radar equation [18].

The special technology in the area of radars, which may be used for drone detection, is Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR). This technology could be also analyzed in the group of optical detectors, because it is the combination of light and radar implementation. The possibilities of LIDARs in drone detection are limited by the fact that they usually have sparse resolution and that drones’ laser RCS, which is important for reliable detection by LIDAR, is small. The benefits of LIDAR implementation are: 1. it is relatively easy to separate the object from foreground and background; 2. the detection is not dependent on weather conditions; 3. the exact object position is easily determined after its detection [21]. It is possible to implement LIDARs with higher resolution possibilities. According to [18], the pulsed laser light is used to obtain high resolution images, applicable for drone detection. Generally, LIDARs are still pretty expensive for drone detection, but it is expected their price is going to drop in near future.

IRITEL has long-year experience in the development of radar solutions [22], [23] and in modernization of old-generation radars [24] - [26], as, particularly, in development of all components constituting radar solution. This knowledge presents the starting point in our development of radar based detector of drone presence.

### B. RF detection

There is usually a continuous two-way data transmission between a drone and a pilot on the ground. These data are sent in several different frequency bands, which are also used for wireless Internet and WLAN functioning. This fact complicates drone communications detection.

The benefits of using RF detection are [1]: 1. there is no need for signal sending, only passive sensor of RF signal is necessary; 2. there is possibility to locate the pilot; 3. detector may be with no restrictions implemented also in urban areas, because there is no radiation. As a consequence of no need to have a transmitter, the construction of equipment is simpler than in the case of radar implementation. The drawbacks in the RF detection are: 1. it is not possible to detect drones, which do not communicate with the pilot; 2. the extensive wireless Internet and WLAN traffic on the frequencies intended for drone communications presents significant noise source for drone communications detection; 3. drones often use directional antennas, so it is difficult or even sometimes impossible to detect their communications if the detector is not positioned near the direction of antenna waves beam.

The characteristic of RF signal transmission, especially in urban areas, is its attenuation, which is greater than in free space. This attenuation is modelled by environmental propagation coefficient ($\gamma$). In free space it is $\gamma=2$ and in other situations the value of $\gamma$ varies from 1.6 (for some corridors in buildings or in situations with the effect as in valleys in mountainous region) to 6 (in buildings with a lot of obstacles) [27] - [29]. In urban areas the values of $\gamma$ are always between 3 and 5 and this model is for path loss when signal is transmitted from the drone to the pilot. As a consequence of higher values of $\gamma$, the range of RF detector is reduced and it is necessary to implement denser network of RF sensors, if the goal is to protect the greater urban area [30].

The reliability of RF detection may be improved by positioning more separated sensors and, then, implementing
time analysis besides frequency analysis. Time difference of arrival (TDOA) is determined between the moments of drone RF signal detection in the geographically separated sensors [31]. The more sensors connected in the network overcome the problem of increased signal attenuation in urban areas and the problem of greater detection miss, because there are a plenty of other signal sources in the same frequency bands.

One specific analysis in [32] presents the possibility to detect drone presence on the basis of specific physical signature in drone’s RF communication. Drone body vibrations and shifting as propellers rotation produce characteristic changes in wireless signal, which is transmitted from a drone towards the pilot. The principles of software defined radio (SDR) may be applied in the analysis of the received signal to distinguish the signal, whose origin is drone transmitter emission from the emissions on the same frequencies, which are generated by the other sources. SDR principles are also applied for RF detection of drones in [33], but with emphasis on machine learning models. Once well trained by recording RF spectrum during drone flight, this method may achieve satisfactory detection reliability, thus making it a candidate for practical implementation.

IRITEL has a number of solutions realized on the base of SDR [22], [24]. The whole project whose realization has just finished and whose leader is IRITEL has the accent on the implementation of SDR algorithms [34].

The special group of solutions in the area of RF detection is the possibility to identify drone media access control (MAC) address. The advantages of this method are: 1. it does not depend on the drone size and material; 2. line of sight is not necessary to exist between the drone and the sensor; 3. there is nearly no need for specialized hardware and software tools intended for the analysis [35] (the solution in [35] is realized in open source software and using commercial hardware modules). On the other hand, the drawbacks of this method are: 1. it is only possible to detect open MAC address; 2. it is difficult to make and update the database of all MAC addresses of new drones; 3. drone MAC address may be spoofed in order to avoid drone detection [3].

C. Acoustic detection

There are special microphones, which may be used in acoustic drone detection. As at radar and RF detection, each drone type has its specific acoustic signature generated by multicopter propellers and motors. As the sound speed in air is low, it is possible to locate a drone on the base of difference in the sound time-of-arrival to several distant sound sensors [1].

Many algorithms implemented for speech analysis may be also used for drone detection, because these two have similarities. The analysis method in [36] is autocorrelation to calculate linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients. The applied algorithm includes also the slope of the frequency spectrum and the zero crossing rate.

The analysis in [37] is based on the base of different algorithm. The computed local features are short time energy, temporal centroid (balancing point of audio signal amplitudes distribution), spectrum centroid (balancing point of audio spectrum), spectral roll-off (frequency below which some in advance defined percent of signal energy is located), zero crossing rate and so on. Whether analysis is performed according to [36] or [37], it is necessary to compare the obtained results to the drone acoustic signature.

There are three strategies for microphone positioning for sound direction detection [38]: 1. only one unidirectional microphone, which is slowly moving over the surface of hemisphere, driven by two servomotors, one rotating the microphone in horizontal plane and the other changing the elevation angle in the vertical plane; 2. eight stationary unidirectional microphones positioned in one plane in the vertices of octagon, the distance between these microphones is low (less than 10cm) – the sound direction is determined on the base of time when the same sound signal is detected; 3. eight microphones are positioned in one plane as in previous case, while the ninth microphone is in the second plane – this, last microphone detects drone’s elevation angle, while the previous ones detect drone’s direction in horizontal plane.

The benefits of acoustic drone detection are [1]: 1. sound may bypass some obstacles, thus allowing detection when LOS does not exist; 2. it is possible to detect drones, which have no communication links to the pilot. When considering drawbacks, there are several ones: 1. the range of detection is limited; 2. as the sound speed is low, it is possible that drone travels a pretty great distance while the sound reaches a distant sound sensor; 3. sound sensors are sensitive to rain and, especially, wind; 4. extensive background sound (noise) in urban environment makes detection more difficult; 5. drones, besides sound frequencies, generate ultrasound, which is highly exposed to atmospheric loss; 6. drone development is going in the direction of more and more quiet models; 7. the solutions based on acoustic detection are expensive, especially when the cluster of microphones is implemented; 8. the problem in detection arises when more susceptible drones are present in the same time [1], [35].

D. Optical detection

Optical detection of drone presence is based on technology, which is already developed for other applications: digital cameras, surveillance cameras and face recognition software [1]. The benefits of optical detection implementation are: 1. it is possible to use already developed cameras; 2. long range detection is achievable thanks to good quality optical zoom in these cameras; 3. objects are detected and classified using software tools; 4. it is possible to spread detection to the night period by the application of infrared (IR) cameras. The drawbacks of this detection are: 1. detection performances are poor in bad weather conditions; 2. it is necessary to analyze many pixels in a short time to cover a whole space in horizontal and vertical plane; 3. additional maintenance activities are necessary to keep lens clean; 4. if IR camera is not applied, the detection is not reliable in low light conditions; 5. it is difficult to estimate drone speed and distance if it is moving towards the camera [1].

Solution [15] is mainly based on optical detection. Each node consists of 30 cameras, which are connected in the LAN. Cameras form several concentric discs placed in multiple layers, thus covering the whole hemisphere about them.
without idle spaces for detection. On the contrary, solution [39] uses only one high-resolution camera as one of implemented sensors in combination with thermal camera.

E. \textit{Thermal (infrared) detection}

Thermal (infrared) cameras differ from conventional cameras in the characteristic that they may give pictures during night. This is their main advantage in the detection of drones over optical detection. Besides this, the benefits are: 1. thermal cameras are small, easy and cheap; 2. there is no or just minimum need for maintenance; 3. cameras may withstand all weather conditions, considering temperature and precipitations [40]. The drawbacks of thermal detection are: 1. the possibilities to detect drone highly depends on drone’s heat production (many models of drones are made of plastic with electric motors, so in such cases it is more probable to detect a bird instead of a drone [1]); 2. the resolution of thermal camera is usually limited, so small drones on relatively greater distances may not be detected [15]. This, second, point may be illustrated by an example from [41]. The small number of pixels in this case causes that already at the distance of about 100m or less, drone is registered in camera by only one pixel, which does not allow the reliable detection. The maximum distance of detection is further reduced when drone is not moving at angle of 90° in relation to camera axis and because usually not a whole drone is the source of thermal radiation.

To improve possibilities in the distance of detection, it is necessary to use more expensive cameras with greater resolution, which allow simultaneous following of more drones at distances of several kilometres when there is LOS [42]. High-resolution thermal camera, implemented in solution [39] with optical camera, still has about six times smaller number of pixels than this optical camera.

F. \textit{Selection of detection algorithm}

The main conclusion of this section is that there is no preferred detection method. Detection reliability depends on many factors as, for example, characteristics of drone which has to be detected, weather conditions, drone distance from detector, and so on. This is the reason why the best solution has to be defined as a combination of two or more detector types. In our system we are going to implement four of five presented detector types: radar, RF, optical and thermal detector. We are not going to implement acoustic detector because of its limited distance of detection and problems of detection in noisy areas.

III. \textbf{DISCUSSION OF SOLUTIONS FOR DRONES JAMMING}

After drones successful detection follows the phase of their jamming. Jamming is not the unique, but it is probably the most efficient way of fight against drones (the other applied techniques being some kind of drone destruction and birds (eagles) catching drones [1]). It is possible to implement directional or all round RF jamming of drone links. When directional jamming is implemented, jamming range is greater than if all round jamming is implemented. On the other hand, all round jamming is more reliable, because it does not depend on the successfulness of drone detection [43]. The drawback of all round jamming is, besides lower range, causing malfunction of other devices in the vicinity, which are operating on the jammed frequency. The aim in jamming is to distort the signal to the level when receiver is completely unable to detect it or at least to achieve that some parts of the system lose their integrity, resulting in total or partial denial of service [44]. In most situations drone uses remote control (RC) link for receiving commands from a pilot, telemetry link for sending flight data and status to RC, video link for sending images to RC and Global Positioning Systems (GPS and GLONASS). Drone’s GPS successful jamming is the most effective way of disabling it. As a consequence of GPS frequencies jamming, the drone will crash. On the contrary, if other frequencies important for drone function are jammed and GPS not, the drone will land itself, or will fly a safe “Return Home” towards its starting point [45]. Besides jamming drone operation, spoofing is a more intelligent way of drone disabling, which is a process of taking over the control of drone flight and function [45].

There is a variety of solutions intended for drone jamming and [46] - [49] is a part of literature representing these solutions. The form of jammer may be different: as a gun, portable as a suitcase, as a desktop, installed on specialized vehicles, and so on. As the most often implemented frequencies for drone function realization are well-known, jammer realization is significantly simplified comparing, for example, to RCIED activation jamming. The frequencies applied for drone communications and for video and telemetry links are 433MHz, 868MHz, 915MHz, 1.2GHz, 2.4GHz, 5.8GHz, as well as 1176MHz, 1227MHz and 1.57-1.62GHz for locating by GPS or GLONASS systems [3], [48] - [52]. In the solution [51] the majority of these frequencies are jammed. The older drone systems use frequencies 27MHz, 35MHz, 49MHz, 72MHz or 75MHz [33]. It is interesting to emphasize that jamming may be realized on frequencies different than nominal ones, but the signal level has to be higher than on nominal frequencies. The reason is that GPS signals have very low level at the place of GPS receiver (typically lower than -120dBm). That’s why the satisfactory signal level may be achieved also by out-of-band signal, signal spectral side-lobes or as the result of intermodulation producing signal harmonics [53]. According to the test results for various GPS receiver types presented in [54], the jamming to signal power ratio $\frac{S}{N}=25\text{dB}$ causes maximum position error between 129m (the worst receiver) and 16m (the best receiver), while during time of observation the position was unchanged between 16% of time and 100% of time, respectively. The results in [55] emphasize that jamming signal power of 13dBm (20mW) disrupt all GPS receivers till a distance of 2km. Further, the graph from [56], i.e. from figure 2.5 in [55] allows us to determine more precisely the necessary jamming signal level depending on the desired protection distance and the degree of localization loss. This is very important when GPS signal jammer is designed not only to decrease necessary power consumption, but also to cause as little as possible influence on other GPS receivers in the protected area.

The implemented techniques for drone jamming are the same as for other system types jamming: barrage, tone, sweep.
jamming, as well as protocol-aware jamming [57]. Two behaving modes may appear when drone jamming is realized. The first one means that jamming signal level is relatively high, so that GPS localization is not possible. The absence of localization is present in wider area, degrading also the function of a number of other devices in the protected area besides eventually present drones. The second mode is present when jamming signal is lower. In that case GPS localization is possible, but the resultant determined position is wrong [58]. The protected area is smaller and the effects of jamming are less visible, because localization is not completely lost. IRITEL jamming solutions [6] - [12] are a guarantee for successful development of drone jammer. Preliminary testing results of these IRITEL jammer solutions, which are not intended directly for drone disabling, prove that they may be successfully used for drones’ jamming even in the present variant. One of these IRITEL solutions is presented at the Defense & Security International Exhibition Eurostarsory 2018 in Paris as well as at the 9th International Defence Exhibition Partner 2019 in Belgrade. The solution is verified for its full military application. For drones jamming, it is not necessary to jam the whole available frequency spectrum, but only the regions around the above emphasized frequencies, using already developed and tested jamming methods.

Besides jamming malicious drones, it is worth mentioning opposite solution types when drones are implemented in friendly missions to prevent various malicious activities. There is a plenty of possible missions, as for example commercial airplanes protection from heat-seeking missiles [36], or IRITEL original solution of drone carrying a jammer against Remote Controlled Improvised Explosive Devices (RCIED) activation. The protection range is increased when drone carries a jammer comparing to jammer positioning on the ground. IRITEL solution is tested against frequency hopped activation messages and presented at the 9th International Defence Exhibition Partner in Belgrade 2019.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper first, as a main contribution, presents technical techniques, which may be used for drones’ detection. After that, it emphasizes main points important to realize successful drones’ jamming. The techniques for drones’ detection are radar, RF, acoustic, optical and thermal (infra-red) sensing. These techniques are mutually compared, while citing benefits and drawbacks of each technique. There is no clear advantageous technique, comparing one to the other. To overcome the problem of drones’ detection under different conditions, several techniques are combined in one solution.

In the area of drones jamming, the implemented techniques correspond to conventional jamming techniques, where sweep and barrage jamming are the most popular ones. The primary goal is to disable drone GPS localization and this is the most effective way for jamming realization. It is presented how IRITEL jammers may be used for drones jamming and how drones may be used to improve IRITEL jammers efficiency.
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